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ABSTRACT

In this work, we propose a multi-view temporal video segmentation approach that employs a Gaussian scoring process for determining the best segmentation positions. By exploiting the semantic action information that the dense trajectories video description offers, this method can detect intra-shot actions as well, unlike shot boundary detection approaches. We compare the temporal segmentation results of the proposed method to both single-view and multi-view methods, and also compare the action recognition results obtained on ground truth video segments to the ones obtained on the proposed multi-view segments, on the IMPART multi-view action data set.

Index Terms—temporal video segmentation, action recognition, IMPART multi-view action data set

1. INTRODUCTION

Human action recognition has recently been a very active research area [1], spanning across many applications, such as human-computer interaction [2], daily action recognition for improving the quality of life of patients [3] and elderly people [4], content-based video retrieval [5], etc. However, until recently, the majority of research efforts were focused on the analysis of single-view video sequences. In part due to the decreased cost of video shooting equipment and in part due to computer hardware advances, a number of multi-view data sets and methods have appeared in the literature in the last few years [6, 7], thus allowing multi-view human action recognition.

Human action recognition in video sequences presents several challenges [8]. Variations in the action execution style among individuals can be substantial. Each person has a unique style of execution, which may, in part, be due to physiological reasons (e.g., the pace of a short person walking will be different to that of a tall person). The speed of action execution can also be another source of variation, as the same action may be perceived differently when executed fast or slowly. Furthermore, the video recording set-up and the scene content during filming can influence action recognition performance, as actions viewed from various perspectives can appear quite different; this also applies to lighting conditions. View occlusion and background video content can negatively impact the action recognition algorithm as well. Multi-view methods have the potential to overcome some of these problems by creating more robust representations of the performed actions.

An important component of the action recognition process is detecting a set of desired actions within videos that contain multiple action segments. Various techniques have been proposed in the literature to this end [1]. Each video either has to be temporally segmented by an unsupervised algorithm into sub-sequences that depict single actions, or the action recognition algorithm must be applied repeatedly to many consecutive sub-sequences of the video, in order to detect the actions. In this work, we propose a multi-view temporal segmentation method, denoted by mv-GS, that is based on the single-view algorithm presented in [9], which uses a Gaussian scoring system for determining the best segmentation positions. To showcase the effectiveness of the proposed method, we compare it against the mean label multi-view method [9], denoted by mv-ML, and the single-view algorithm that is based upon. We also present multi-view action recognition results, both on ground truth video segments and on segments produced by the proposed method, on the IMPART multi-view action data set [10].

The rest of our work is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the single-view temporal segmentation and action recognition algorithms, while the multi-view approaches are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the IMPART data set, the experimental set-up and results. Finally, conclusions are discussed in Section 5.

2. SINGLE-VIEW METHODS

2.1. Temporal Segmentation

The temporal video segmentation method employs the dense trajectories video description [11], which achieved state-of-the-art results in action recognition on various data sets. After calculating the description for the entire video in question,
each descriptor is assigned to a visual word using k-means clustering [12]. Subsequently, bag-of-visual-words representations of successive, overlapping frame sequences are generated. An iterative algorithm, taking into account these representations, searches for the best segmentation position of the input video by minimizing the Fisher ratio [13]. Each time the optimal cut position is found, the same process continues for the two resulting video segments. The stopping criterion of the algorithm is based on the video segment length. If the video segment to be further segmented becomes less than a certain number of \( m_0 \) frames, the process terminates.

2.2. Action Recognition

The recognition process is based on the dense trajectories video descriptors as well. During the training phase, dense trajectories descriptors are calculated for video segments that depict the desired actions. Each video segment contains only a single action (e.g., hand-waving). A codebook of visual-words is generated, from a random subset of the calculated descriptors, through k-means clustering. Using this codebook, a bag-of-visual-words representation is obtained for each video segment. The classifier is trained using the training video segment action labels and a kernel matrix, which contains the distances among the bag-of-words representations of all the actions. During testing, the input video is segmented by the temporal segmentation method described previously. Dense trajectories descriptors are calculated for each video segment. Using the codebook generated during the training phase, corresponding representations are computed for each video segment. The distance between the representation of each segment and the representations calculated in training are given as input to the classifier, which produces a label for the recognized action. In the course of our experiments, we have used a feed-forward neural network as our classifier. However, special configuration and training algorithm were employed, which were shown to improve classification performance [14].

3. MULTI-VIEW METHODS

3.1. Temporal Segmentation

3.1.1. Temporal Segmentation Method mv-ML

This method translates the segmentation sets \( S_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \) into sets of frame labels \( L_i = \{l^k_i, k = 1, \ldots, m\} \). Each video frame receives a label which is determined by the formula:

\[
l^k_i = \arg \min_p (k-1 \leq s^k_i), \quad p \in [1, nc_i+1]
\]

where \( nc_i \) is the number of cut positions that it produces, while the mv-GS can be adjusted to produce the desired amount.

3.1.2. Temporal Segmentation Method mv-GS

The proposed multi-view segmentation method employs a scoring system in order to determine the best positions for segmenting the captured footage. A set of score values \( SV_i = \{sv^k_i, k = 1, \ldots, m\} \) is derived from each segmentation \( S_i \), by scoring the positions around the cut frames according to a Gaussian probability density function. For each cut position \( c \) within segmentation \( S_i \), a Gaussian centered at \( c \), with zero mean and variance \( \sigma^2 \), determines the scores of the surrounding positions. Without loss of generality, we assume that only positions within an area of

![Fig. 1. An illustration of five label sets \( L_1, \ldots, L_5 \) and the multi-view labels \( L_{MV} \) as determined by the mv-ML method. The horizontal axis represents frame numbers.](image-url)
\(\alpha\) frames away from \(c\) receive a score, whereas the rest have zero values. As will become more clear when we describe the subsequent steps of the algorithm, this does not affect the overall result as low scores are discarded anyway. More formally, given an integer \(\alpha \geq 1\) that controls the scoring span and a sigma value \(\sigma > 0\), the scores are derived from the formula:

\[
sv^k_i = \begin{cases} 
\frac{e^{-\frac{(k-c)^2}{2\sigma^2}}}{\sqrt{2\pi}} & \exists c \in S'_i : |k - c| \leq \alpha \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(3)

If a certain position \(k\) is close to more than one cut frame \(c\), the different scores are combined.

The next step of the algorithm is summing up the individual score values: \(SV_{MV}^+ = \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} sv^k_i, k = 1, \ldots, m \right\}\). Then, using a thresholding procedure, we zero out all values smaller than a chosen threshold \(sv_0\). The remaining significant scores are stored into a new set \(SV_{MV}^+\). Finally, in order to determine the best cut positions from the remaining values, we employ a sliding window approach over the values of \(SV_{MV}^+\). Inside this window of length \(2\alpha + 1\), all values below the maximum therein are zeroed out. If the maximum appears at more than one position, their median position is chosen as the cut point. By sliding the window one position to the right at a time and repeating this procedure, we end up with \(SV_{MV}\) that contains the multi-view cut positions. Figure 2 provides an illustration of this process.

![Figure 2: A depiction of the score values corresponding to five cameras \(SV_1, \ldots, SV_5\), the combined scores \(SV_{MV}^+\), the remaining significant scores after thresholding \(SV_{MV}^+\) and the final cut positions of the algorithm \(SV_{MV}\). Darker areas indicate higher scores. The horizontal axis represents frame numbers.](image)

3.2. Action Recognition

In correspondence to the temporal segmentation case, a set of action recognition labels \(R_i = \{r^k_i, k = 1, \ldots, m\}\) is obtained for each camera, by applying the single-view algorithm discussed in Section II. Each label \(r^k_i\) indicates the recognized action at frame \(k\) from camera \(i\). Our multi-view fusion approach consists of calculating the label with the highest frequency at each position \(k\). However, since the label \(\text{other}\) represents a group of actions we are not interested in recognizing, the next most frequently appearing label is chosen in such cases, provided that its frequency is at least \(f_0\). Let us denote by \(Q_k = \{r^1_k, \ldots, r^m_k\}\) the set of recognition labels for frame \(k\), by \(r_k = \text{mode}(Q_k \setminus \{\text{other}\})\) the mode label for each position when excluding the label \(\text{other}\) and by \(f_{rk}\) the frequency of label \(r_k\) within \(Q_k \setminus \{\text{other}\}\). The multi-view recognition labels \(R_{MV} = \{r^k_{MV}, k = 1, \ldots, m\}\) are given by the formula:

\[
r^k_{MV} = \begin{cases} 
\text{if } f_{rk} \geq f_0 \\
\text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(4)

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. IMPART data set

The IMPART multi-view action data set [10] was filmed using a high definition multi-camera set-up in two different locations: one indoors and one outdoors. The indoor filming set-up consists of 12 cameras placed around and at the ceiling of a room with every-day objects, capturing three non-professional actors that perform the actions \(\text{walk, hand-wave, run and other}\), where the category \(\text{other}\) contains distraction actions, such as \(\text{jump in place, jump forward and open/close door}\). The outdoor set-up consists of 10 cameras, placed in a 180° arc configuration, capturing four actors that perform the same actions, plus another distraction action, \(\text{bend forward}\). Also, it has a dynamic background of moving people and objects. One script was drafted for each shooting location, which was executed successively by all actors. Furthermore, three different sessions were filmed for each script, which contain slight variations among them. In total, 30 videos with an average length of 5,492 frames were recorded for the outdoor set-up and 36 videos of 3,592 frames on average for the indoor set-up. Figure 3 showcases some of the performed actions.

4.2. Parameter Values

Starting off with the single-view methods, the dense trajectories for the segmentation algorithm were calculated with the same parameters proposed in [11]. The codebook cardinality was set to 100 words and the length criterion for terminating the process was set to \(m_0 = 125\) frames. In the action recognition case, dense trajectories were calculated as before, with the difference that the trajectory length was set to 7 frames. The codebook cardinality during training was set to 2,000 words. The algorithm was trained on video segments from the Hollywood2 [15], Hollywood3D [16], i3DPost [17], IXMAS [18] and previous IMPART [19] databases; no videos
of the new data set were used in training. Footage from one indoor camera, which was located at the ceiling, was not used for recognition, as the algorithm was not trained on this viewing angle and produced low quality results.

Regarding the multi-view temporal segmentation algorithm mv-GS, the timespan area $\alpha$ was set to 23 frames, $\sigma$ was set to 6 and the threshold $sv_0$ for keeping the significant values was set to the 75th percentile of the non-zero score values. The threshold frequency for multi-view recognition was set to $f_0 = 3$.

A generalization of the Temporal Segmentation Accuracy (TSA) metric [20] was used for measuring the temporal segmentation performance. Given the ground truth segmentation $G$ and the produced segmentation $S$, the TSA metric is given by:

$$TSA = \frac{2}{|G| + |S|} \sum_{i=1}^{\left| G \right|} \sum_{j=1}^{\left| S \right|} \frac{|G(i) \cap S(j)|}{|G(i) \cup S(j)|} \quad (5)$$

For measuring the action recognition performance, we computed the F-measure for each of the three main actions and took the average value over the 6 sessions (3 sessions in each set-up), in order to produce the final score. The video segments in the rec-GT case were manually produced by annotators, whereas in the rec-MV case were generated by the proposed mv-GS method.

### 4.3. Video Segmentation and Recognition Results

The video segmentation results of the single-view method, as well as the two multi-view ones, are presented for each of the six sessions in Table 1. The column for the single-view approach contains the average (best) score across all cameras.

We can see that the mv-ML method performs better than the average single-view result in 5 out of 6 cases, with a performance difference between -0.68% and 3.74%, and scores higher than the best in 2 out of 6 cases, having a difference of -3.89% in the worst case and 1.3% in the best. The proposed multi-view method mv-GS scores higher than the average as well as the best single-view result in all sessions. The biggest gain with respect to the average single-view result was 9.93% and the lowest was 4.25%, while the performance gain compared to the best result varied between 0.07% and 7.21%. These results indicate that there are substantial gains to be realized by combining the information of multiple cameras. Finally, the gain of the proposed method with respect to the mv-ML method was between 0.78% and 10.15%, which shows the effectiveness of the proposed scoring approach.

### 5. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have proposed a multi-view video segmentation approach which managed to outperform the single-view as well as the mv-ML multi-view approach in all cases when tested on the IMPART data set. Using ground truth video segments and segments produced by the proposed method, multi-view action recognition results were computed on the IMPART data set. The small performance difference in action recognition between the two cases indicates the effectiveness of the proposed multi-view segmentation approach.
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